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LUXXU’S NEW FURNITURE
COLLECTION AT ISALONI 2017
April 4-9 | Find us at Hall 13 - stand H 16
LUXXU is arriving at Milan for another successful exhibition: the prestigious Salone Internazionale
del Mobile – iSaloni. From the 4th to the 9th of April, in Milano, the brand will be displaying the
newest collections in one of the most important stages in the design world. LUXXU’S design team
has come up with a furniture collection and it’s as luxurious as ever. Each piece is a work of art, a
balance between contemporary design, traditional luxury and the handwork techniques of the
craftsman, where the classics acquire new concepts. The design team created this pieces with the
aim of total immersion in glamorous and grandeur interiors. The color gold enhances the luxurious
details presented in the design of each piece. The brand in no longer exclusive in lighting. LUXXU’s
designer promises to surprise the visitors with its new extended collection, while maintaining the
same quality and luxury: “We are very excited to present our new furniture line. We’ve worked very
hard to expand our brand. Our clients can expect nothing less than the exclusive designs and the
luxurious details that have always represented us.”
WWW.LUXXU.NET | INFO@LUXXU.NET

http://luxxu.net/furniture/darian-sideboard.php
DARIAN – SIDEBOARD
This sideboard draws inspiration from the
power of the shield and sphere of protection, as well as the dynamic from its irregular shape. A precise knowledge of production techniques and materials, each with
different specialties, from metal-work to
wood carving. It features a cluster of gold
plated brass asymmetrical bars envelope a
wood structure in black lacquer, the resulting works are a blend of artful and stout
personality.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/littus-dining-table.php
LITTUS – DINING TABLE
The creation of this piece was made in
order to strengthen a unique concept. This
luxury dining table has come to symbolize
the spiral, is a curve in the space, which
runs around a centre in a special way like
the great decisions are taken around powerful tables among determined minds.
With quality signature, Littus Dining Table
embodies handmade techniques such as
marble cutting, gold plated brass, executed by some of the best craftsman.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/noir-stool.php
NOIR – STOOL
The dual personality of this stool stays in a
unique beautifully balance between softness black velvet and strong personality in
a gold plated brass ring. The smooth
curved lines and its versatility are rather
appealing and destined to bring elegance
to a luxurious space perfect for both a contemporary or classic setting.
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http://luxxu.net/products/empire-center-table.php
EMPIRE – CENTER TABLE
This center table has an extravagant shape
of refinement and style. It is carefully made
in brass and nero marquina marble. This is
a combination between classic and
modern design, perfect for every interior
setting.

http://luxxu.net/products/burj-wall.php
BURJ – WALL
This wall fixture fully made of gold plated
brass transmits elegance and sophistication. With delicate handmade crystal glass
tubes, this piece brings a magical sensation to every space.

ABOUT US
LUXXU is the reference brand not only in Luxury Lighting Design, but also in Quality and
Innovation Furniture Design. LUXXU’s world is all about exclusivity and dedication,
gathering the classic and modern design expressed in our high-quality materials.
A design not only to enjoy but also to live for!
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